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Conditions for compactness in L^iS, 2, p) are known when piS) is

finite [l, p. 297]. The purpose of this note is to state a compactness

criterion which does not depend on piS). The proof uses the standard

diagonal procedure. It should be noted that the criterion is not a

necessary one unless the underlying space 5 is c-finite (see remark at

the end).

Preliminaries. We assume that (5, 2, p) is a positive measure

space [l, p. 126]. The triple (5, 2, p) is said to be a-finite whenever

there is a sequence of sets in 2 of finite ju-measure whose union is 5.

A finite decomposition (o/ S) is a finite collection of pairwise disjoint

sets in 2 whose union is 5. A set AE2 is called locally p-null if

niE(~\N) = 0 for all £E2 such that ju(£) < ». Let 91 denote the family

of all locally m-null sets. A complex-valued, ju-measurable function/

on 5 [l, p. 106] is said to be p-essentially bounded if for some real

number a^Owe have {5: |/(s)| >a}E$i. Let

H/H. = inf{a:{*:|/7)|   > a} E 3l}.

We denote by £»(.S, 2, p) the space of all complex-valued, /x-essen-

tially bounded, /x-measurable functions on 5. L°KiS, 2, p) is parti-

tioned according to the equivalence relation:/ is equivalent to g if and

only if ||/—g||» = 0. Denote the class of all functions equivalent to/

by [/] and let T,W(S, 2, p) denote the space of all such equivalence

classes [f]cp°„(5, 2, p). With the induced norm || [f]||, = ||/||.,

LxiS, 2, p) is a Banach space [2, p. 347].

Definition 1. For any fELliS, 2, p) and nonempty set EE2 we

define the p-essential height of / on E by the seminorm

\f\E = inf{sup{|/7) -/(0| :s,tEE- Nr\E}:NEM}.

For convenience, we set |/| e = 0 when E is the empty set.

Lemma. Suppose iS, 2, p) is a-finite. For fELliS, 2, n) and any

«>0 there corresponds a finite decomposition {Ek:k = l, ■ ■ ■ , n} such

that

max{ |/|st:£ = 1, ■ ■ ■ , n} < e.

Proof. We first show this when/ is real-valued. Given e>0 we

construct a decomposition of 5 in the following way: For integers k
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which satisfy « —||/||00<fee<||/||00, set

Gk*= {s:(k- 1)6 </(*) g ki}.

For the integer n which satisfies (n — l)eg\\f\\m<ne, set

G* = {s:(n-l)e<f(s) g\\f\\x},

g!(„_i, = {s:-\\f\\K gf(s) g-(n- l)e},

and

G*_n = {s:\f(s)\  > 11/11.}.

From [2, p. 347] we have G*„£9l. Let (S, 2*, /*) be the Lebesgue

extension of (S, 2, p) [l, p. 143]. From the cr-finite property and

[l, p. 148], for each k, G*E%*. By definition [l, p. 142], for some

Gi £2 and A* £91, we have Gk* = MhfJGi ior some subset If* of

Ni. Let

G_„ = G'-n yj(  U   A*')    and   G* = G*' - G*' H G_n.

By construction, {G*} is pairwise disjoint and U£=_„Gfc = S. Thus,

{G*} is a finite decomposition such that |/| ©*<« for each k. For a

complex-valued function, we need only consider the intersections

from the finite decompositions for the real and imaginary parts

derived as above.

The following definition generalizes the notion of uniform equi-

continuity [3, p. 239] quite naturally to families of functions in

Ll(S,2,u).
Definition 2. A family of complex-valued ju-measurable functions,

{/}, is quasi-uniformly equi-p-measurable (abbreviated que p-measur-

able) if and only if to each e>0 there corresponds a finite decomposi-

tion {Ek:k = l, ■ ■ ■ , n] such that on each Ek, the ju-essential height

of every /£ {/} is not greater than e.

A representative set of ACP00(5, 2, u) is any set KT in L°„(S, 2, p,)

which consists of one and only one function from each equivalence

class in K. It is easy to verify that whenever KQLK(S, 2, p.) has one

representative set which is que p-measurable then every representa-

tive set of K is que ^-measurable. Moreover, the existence of a repre-

sentative set is assured by the Axiom of Choice. Thus, we may formu-

late a nontrivial definition of que jit-measurability in L„(S, 2, u)

without ambiguity.

Definition 3. A subset K of L^S, 2, u) is said to be que ^-measur-

able if and only if every representative set of K is que ^-measurable.
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Theorem. A bounded set K in LxiS, 2, p) is conditionally compact if

K is que p-measurable. The converse holds when (5, 2, p) is a-finite.

Proof. iNecessity) Given e>0 there are elements [/i], • • • , [fm]

in K such that for any [f]EK,

min{|||/]- [/>]||.:j = 1, • • ■ , «} £ «/3.

Let Ar denote any representative set for A and denote by/i, • • • ,/m

the representatives in Ar corresponding to [fi], • • ■ , [fm], respec-

tively. Using the above lemma, it is not difficult to show that any

finite set in L0„iS, 2, p) is que ^-measurable. Thus, there is a finite

decomposition {Eh:k = l, ■ • ■ , n} such that |/y| _ba^e/3 for j

= 1, ■ ■ ■ , m and k = l, ■ ■ ■ , n. For any/EAr and s, tEEk we have

I /(*) - /WI = I /(*) - Ms) | + | Ms) - Mt) | + | Mt) - fit) |.
Thus, |/| Eh^2\f— fj\ Ek+t/3. Therefore, taking the minimum of

both sides with respect to j we have |/|£t^e. Hence, Kr is que

ju-measurable.

iSufhZciency) Since K is bounded there is a constant M such that

sup{|| [f]||M: [f]EA} SM. Select a representative set Kr for K in

which every function / satisfies \f(s)\ SM for all sES. For any

sequence {[7] J in A let {/„} be its representative sequence in

K,. To each ek = l/k there corresponds a finite decomposition

{Ek,,:j=l, ■ ■ • ,h} such that

max{sup{ | /„ |jt4J:/» E {fn} }:j = 1, ■ ■ ■ ,h} S tk-

For each Ekj there is FkjCZEkj such that I7,y —P*,yE9l an(i

sup{ | fnis) - fnit) | :s,tE FtJ and/» E {/«}}  ^ e*.

This follows since a countable union of locally ju-null sets is locally

p-nul\. From each Fkj we select any element skll-. For a fixed skj the

set {fnisk,j)'-fnE {fn} } is a bounded set of complex numbers. Thus,

by the Bolzano-Weierstrass theorem, for k = 1 there is a subse-

quence {/i„} of {/„} which converges uniformly at the points

{*i,y:j = l, • • • , h}- For k = 2, there is a subsequence {/2„} of {fi^,}

which converges uniformly at the points {si.i}\J {^2,,}. Continuing

in this way, by the diagonal method we obtain a subsequence {/,,}

which converges at each point of the set \stj'.k = l, • • • ;j=l, • • • ,h}

and the convergence is uniform on any finite subset.

Given e>0, choose p such that ep^e/3. Since {/n„} converges uni-

formly on {sp,j'.j=l, • • • , lp}, there is some integer N such that if

n, m ^ N we have
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max{ \fn„(spj) -fm,n(sP,j) \ :j = 1, ■ ■ ■ ,lp} g e/3.

For any sEFp,j we have

\fnn(s)   -fmm(s)\     g    \ fnn(s)  - fnn(Sp,i) \    +   \ fnn(sp,j)  ~ fmm(spJ |

+   \fmm(sp.f)   -/m„.(j)|

g 2ep + e/3.

Thus, |l/n.— /^||«^« if n, m^N. Therefore { [/„„]} is a Cauchy se-

quence in K. Hence, K is conditionally compact.

Remark. If (S, 2, p) is not cr-finite, the above criterion for com-

pactness is not a necessary one as the following example illustrates:

Let S= [0, l], 2 be the usual Borel field of sets in S, and p. be the

counting measure which assigns to each set in 2 its cardinality.

Select any nonmeasurable set DES and let/(s)=0 for s£P and

f(s) = 1 on S — D. From [l, p. 148],/isyu-measurable. However,/does

not satisfy Definition 2 for any e<l. Thus, the set {[/]}, although

obviously compact in Poo([0, l], 2, u), is not que /i-measurable.
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